In this paper we tackle the task assignment problem (TSAP) in heterogeneous computer systems. The TSAP consists of assigning a given distributed computer program formed by a number of tasks to a number of processors, subject to a set of constraints, and in such a way a given cost function to be minimized. We introduce a novel formulation of the problem, in which each processor is limited in the number of task it can handle, due to the so called resource constraint. We propose two hybrid meta-heuristic approaches for solving this problem. Both hybrid approaches use a Hopfield neural network to solve the problem's constraints, mixed with a genetic algorithm (GA) and a simulated annealing for improving the quality of the solutions found. We test the performance of the proposed algorithms in several computational TSAP instances, using a GA with a penalty function and a GA with a repairing heuristic for comparison purposes. We will show that both meta-heuristics approaches are very good approaches for solving the TSAP. ᭧
Introduction
Task assignment is an important issue in distributed computing systems, which provides a better exploitation of the system parallelism and improves its performance [1, 2] . The so called task assignment problem (TSAP hereafter) is a combinatorial optimization problem which consists of assigning a given function for managing the problem's constraints. We conclude the paper giving some final remarks in Section 5.
Problem definition
Consider an heterogeneous distributed system formed by a set of processors/machines P ={P 1 , . . . , P M }, of different speed but with the same architecture, in such a way that a set of different tasks T ={T 1 , . . . , T N } of a distributed application can be executed on them. The TSAP model we consider consists of assigning each task to one of the processors, in such a way that a given cost function (usually the execution time and the communications cost of the system) to be minimized. Let W = {w 1 , . . . , w N } the amount of resources required by the task T i , and R = {r 1 , . . . , r M } the maximum resources available for a given processor P i , then the task T i may be assigned to the processor P j if and only if the sum of the weights from all the previous tasks assigned to the processor P j , plus w i is less or equal than the corresponding maximum resource constraint of the processor P j , r j . The resources required by each task, as well as the maximum resources available for a given processor, must be estimated in advance, taking into account that the overloading of processors should be avoided. Other approaches in the literature use different approaches for solving this point, for example in [1] a interference cost is implemented in the cost function for avoiding processor overload, and [13] takes into account the differences in completion time among tasks, using them to measure the load of the processors. Using our approach, any feasible solution ensures that no processor in the system will be overloaded after the task assignment.
Mathematically, the TSAP can be defined as follows: Let X be a binary matrix such that every element on it x ij = 1 if task i has been assigned to processor j, and x ij = 0 otherwise.
Find X which minimizes a cost function f (X) subject to
and
Note that the first constraint, from Eq. (1), ensures that each task must be associated with one and only one processor, and the second constraint from equation (2) implies that the resource constraint on each processor cannot be violated.
Cost function
Following previous approaches to tasks assignment in computer networks [2, 13] , the cost function of a TSAP should take into account the minimization of the total execution time and the minimization of the communication time between tasks in different processors. This paper considers the following model:
(1) All the tasks may be executed in all the processors. Two tasks executing in different processors incur in a communications cost. This work does not consider communication cost between tasks executing in the same processor (intra-processor communication). (2) We define a matrix of communication costs K, where each element k ijpq represents the communication cost between a task i executing in processor j and a task p executing in a different processor q. (3) Let v j be the relative speed of a given processor j to the slowest processor in the system, being the speed of the slowest processor 1. Let t i be the time of execution of a given task i in the slowest processor of the system. We define t e j = i:x ij =1 t i /v j as the total amount of time needed by the processor j in order to finish the tasks assigned to it.
Using the definitions above, we write the cost function f (X) for the TSAP as
where 1 and 2 stand for two parameters which control the importance of each term in the cost function, and 1 + 2 = 1.
Proposed approaches
In this Section we describe the meta-heuristic approaches for the TSAP that we propose. First we describe the hybrid approaches, presenting the HNN used and the global search heuristics (a GA and a SA).
Hybrid approaches for the TSAP

The Hopfield neural network
The Hopfield network we use as a local search algorithm for solving the TSAP constraints belongs to a class of binary Hopfield networks [18] where the neurons can only take values 0 or 1. The dynamics of this network depends on a matrix C which defines the minimum distance between two 1 s in the network for each row, and on the initial state of the neurons. See [18] [19] [20] for further details. The structure of the HNN can be described as a graph, where the set of vertices are the neurons, and the set of edges define the connections between the neurons. We map a neuron to every element in the solution matrix X. In order to simplify the notation, we shall also use matrix X to denote the neurons in the Hopfield network. The HNN dynamics can then be described in the following way: after a random initialization of every neuron with binary values, the HNN operates in a serial mode. This means that only one neuron is updated at a time, while the rest remain unchanged. Denoting by x ij (t) the state of a neuron at time t, the updating rule is described by
where the isgn operator is defined by
Note that the updating rule only takes into account neurons x pq with value 1 within a distance of c ip . The matrix C is an N × N matrix which encodes the problem's constraints, and it is defined as follows:
Note that this matrix forces one and only one 1 per row (each task must be assigned to one and only one processor), whereas there may be several 1 s in the same column (the same processor can manage several tasks).
In the updating rule defined above, the neurons x ij are updated in their natural order, i.e., i=1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , M. We introduce a modification of this rule by performing the updating of the neurons in a random ordering of the rows (variable i). This way the variability of the feasible solutions found will increase. Let (i) be a random permutation of i = 1, 2, . . . , N. The new updating rule of the HNN is
The resulting updating rule runs over the rows of X in the order given by the permutation (i), but the columns are updated in natural order j = 1, 2, . . . , M.
A cycle is defined as the set of N × M successive neuron updates in a given order. In a cycle, every neuron is updated once following the given order (i), which is fixed during the execution of the algorithm. After every cycle, the convergence of the HNN is checked. The HNN is considered converged if none of the neurons have changed their state during the cycle. The final state of the HNN dynamics is a potential solution for the TSAP, which fulfils the problem's constraints given in Section 2. Note, however, that the solution found may be infeasible if any of the tasks is not assigned.
Implementation example
In this section we provide an example of how the binary Hopfield neural net work used in this paper works. Consider a small TSAP example formed by 4 tasks and 4 processors. Let us imagine that each task requires a certain amount of resources, which can be represented as w i = 4, i = {1, 2, 3, 4}, whereas the maximum resources available for each processor is r i = 6, i = {1, 2, 3, 4}. With these values for w i and r i , a feasible solution should assign one task to each processor. Following Eq. (6), the constraints matrix C associated to this problems is then: We are interested in showing the process of reaching a feasible solution starting from an infeasible one. Let us suppose that the initial infeasible solution, generated at random, is the following:
In order to apply Eq. (7) to the initial solution X o , we need to select an updating ordering in rows and columns. We choose the natural order in rows and columns for simplicity, so in this case the permutation which defines the order of updating will be = {1, 2, 3, 4}. For coming up with a feasible solution, we apply Eq. (7) and the isgn operator to X o , obtaining the following solution:
It is easy to check that in this case it takes only two cycles to converge to the final solution X final from the initial one X o . Note that, once the initial state of the network X o and the order of updating ( ) are fixed, the final state X final is defined. Different initial states or updating orderings will produce different final solutions. It is also important to note that this Hopfield neural network does not take the objective function into account, but only the problem's constraints, defined by matrix C and isgn operator, in this case.
Hybrid approach HNNGA: The Genetic Algorithm
GAs are robust problem's solving techniques based on natural evolution processes. They are populationbased techniques which codifies a set of possible solutions to the problem, and evolve it through the application of the so called genetic operators [21] . The standard genetic operators in a GA are:
• Selection, where the individuals of a new population are selected from the old one. In the standard implementation of the selection operator, each individual has a probability of surviving for the next generation proportional to its associated fitness value (roulette wheel).
• Crossover, where new individuals are searched starting from couples of individuals in the population.
Once the couples are randomly selected, the individuals have the possibility of swapping parts of themselves with its couple, the probability of this happens is usually called crossover probability, P c .
• Mutation, where new individuals are searched by randomly changing bits of current individuals with a low probability P m (probability of mutation).
In this paper we propose a GA to be hybridized with the Hopfield network in order to improve the quality of its solutions. Our GA codifies a population of potential solutions for the TSAP, as binary strings of length N × M. Each string represents a different assignment matrix X which is passed through the Hopfield network in order to get a feasible assignment. The population is evolved through successive generations by means of the application of the standard genetic operators selection, crossover and mutation described above.
We implement an elitist strategy, which consists of passing the individual with the highest fitness to the next generation. This way, our algorithm always preserve the best solution found in the evolution. The complete algorithm for the TSAP, formed by the GA and the HNN described in Section 3.1.1, is summarized below:
HNNGA algorithm
Initialize GA population at random while (max. number of generations has not been reached) do for (every individual X) Run the HNN to obtain a feasible X. Calculate the fitness value of the individual f (X). if X is not feasible, apply a penalty to f (X). Substitute the GA individual by the new X obtained through the HNN. endfor selection crossover mutation end(while)
Hybrid approach HNNSA: the simulated annealing
SA has been widely applied to solve combinatorial optimization problems [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . It is inspired by the physical process of heating a substance and then cooling it slowly, until a strong crystalline structure is obtained. This process is simulated by lowering an initial temperature by slow stages until the system reaches to an equilibrium point, and no more changes occur. Each stage of the process consists of changing the configuration several times, until a thermal equilibrium is reached, and then a new stage starts, with a lower temperature. The solution of the problem is the configuration obtained in the last stage. In the standard SA, the changes in the configuration are performed in the following way: a new configuration is built by a random displacement of the current one. If the new configuration is better, then it replaces the current one, and if not, it may replace the current one probabilistically. This probability of replacement is high in the first stages of the algorithm, and decreases in every stage. The solution found by SA can be considered a "good enough" solution, but it is not guaranteed to be the best [25] .
In this paper we consider the hybridization of a SA and the Hopfield neural network presented in Section 3.1.1 for solving the TSAP. The main idea behind this is that configurations involved in the SA are feasible solutions for the TSAP. The SA will then search for the best feasible solution with respect to a given cost function, in this case a non-standard cost function for the TSAP.
The most important parts in a SA algorithm are: the objective function to be minimized during the process, the chosen representation for solutions and the mutation or configuration change operator. The objective function to be minimized is the objective function defined in Section 2. The representation of the problem is the assignment matrix X and the change from one configuration to another is performed by means of the standard flip mutation of a given number N f of bits in X.
The complete algorithm for the TSAP, formed by the SA and the HNN described in Section 3.1.1, performs in the following way:
HNNSA algorithm:
Initialize a potential solution at random;
Run the HNN to obtain X; evaluate(X, f (X)); if X is not feasible, apply a penalty to f (X). repeat for j = 0 to X mut = mutate(X); Run the HNN to obtain X; evaluate(X mut , f (X)); if X is not feasible, apply a penalty to f (X).
where k counts the number of iterations performed; T keeps the current temperature; T 0 is the initial temperature; T min is the minimum temperature to be reached; X stands for the current configuration and X mut for the new configuration after the mutation operator is applied; f represents the cost function considered (see Section 2); is the number of changes performed for a given temperature T; f T is the freezer function; and is a constant. Parameter and the initial temperature T 0 are chosen to have an initial acceptance probability about 0.8, a value usually used. The freezer function is defined as
The minimum temperature T min is calculated on the basis of the desired number of iterations (numIt) as
Computational experiments and results
Generation of test instances and meta-heuristic parameters
In order to test the performance of our approaches, we tackle a set of TSAP instances of different sizes. The test problems for simulating a distributed computer network were generated using the following model: The time a given task takes for finishing in the slowest processor (t i , i = 1, . . . , N) has been randomly generated with values between 1 and 10 from an uniform probability distribution. The speed of the processors in the system (v j , j = 1, . . . , M) have also been randomly generated, with values between 1 and 5, ensuring that at least one processor has the value 1 (slowest processor). The amount of resources needed by each task (w i ) is randomly generated from an uniform distribution between 1 and 6. The total resources available for each processor (r j , j = 1, . . . , M) have been generated in such a way that all the processors have the same resources available, and the total processors resources to be between 1% and 5% of the total task needed resources. Finally, each element of the matrix K of communication costs between tasks have been randomly generated from an uniform distribution with values between 1 and 10. Table 1 shows the main characteristics of the generated problems. There are 15 test instances, of different difficulties. In general, the difficulty increases with the problem size. For these problems, we run the meta-heuristic algorithms compared using the following parameters: the GA was run with a population of = 50 individuals, evolving during 300 generations. The crossover probability P c = 0.6 and the mutation probability was fixed to P m = 0.01. The main parameters of the SA are = 50 and numI t = 300. Note that this way, the number of function evaluations is the same for both meta-heuristics considered. The value of N f in the mutation operator is fixed to N f = 20.
GAs for comparison purposes
In order to compare our hybrid approaches, we have implemented two different GAs. The first one uses a penalty function for managing the problem's constraints. This way of managing the problem's constraints is well known for the GA research community, and has provided good results in different problems of combinatorial optimization with constraints [24, 27] . The second GA, in addition to the penalty function, implements a repairing heuristic [28] , in order to get feasible solutions to the problem.
Following [10] instead of a binary representation, in these GAs each solution X is encoded as an integer string of length N,x, such thatx i = j means that task i, i = 1, . . . , N has been assigned to processor ARTICLE IN PRESS j, j = 1, . . . , M. Note that, using this encoding method, there will be no infeasible solutions due to unassigned tasks to processors, but only due to infeasible assignments.
The management of the problem's constraints in the first GA we consider is carried out by means of a term of penalty for solutions with infeasible assignments. We name this approach as GA penalty . The penalty function is defined to be proportional to the number of infeasible assignments:
where numInf stands for the number of infeasible assignments and a is the penalty for one infeasible assignment, usually it is a parameter to be tuned for each problem.
In the second GA, in addition to the term of penalty we implement a repairing heuristic for managing the infeasible assignments. We call this GA as GA repair . The repairing heuristic works in the following way:
Repairing heuristic Calculate the load of the processors. = 1; while (max. number of loops max has not been reached) do for(each overloaded processor j)
Recalculate the load of processors. end(for) = + 1; end(while)
The selection and crossover operators in both GAs are the same as in our hybrid HNNGA approach (see Section 3.1.3). The mutation operator consists of changing the value of N g randomly chosen genes by a different value in {1, . . . , M}. This process is carried out with a probability P m , equal to the probability of mutation of an individual in the HNNGA algorithm. The rest of the parameters in this algorithm are: population = 50 individuals, 300 generations and N g = 10. The parameter max of the GA repair heuristic was fixed to 20.
Results and analysis
We run each algorithm 15 times for each problem, keeping the best, average and standard deviation values provided by each algorithm. The parameters of the cost function considered are 1 = 0.5 and 2 = 0.5 (see Section 2.1). Other values of 1 and 2 are possible depending on whether the execution total time or the communication total cost is considered more important. Table 2 shows the comparison of the results obtained by the HNNGA and HNNSA approaches. It is interesting that the HNNGA approach outperforms the HNNSA in the majority of problems. However, in the hardest problems #12-#15, it is the HNNSA who obtains better results. Table 3 shows the results of a t-test performed over the data obtained by the two compared algorithms. We perform this analysis in order to know if the differences in performance showed in Table 2 between algorithms are statistically Table 4 shows the results obtained by the GAs which we use for comparison purposes. In order to facilitate a direct comparison with our hybrid algorithms, we have also calculated the t-test over the data obtained by the algorithms. This can be seen in Table 5 for HNNGA, HNNSA and GA penalty and in Table 6 for the comparison HNNGA, HNNSA and GA repair . The t-test values shown in both tables corroborate that the hybrid algorithms we propose always perform better than the GA penalty algorithm, and the differences between this algorithm and our hybrid approaches are statistically significant in the majority of cases. The introduction of some tailoring by means of the repairing heuristic makes the algorithm stronger, as can be seen in Table 6 . Our hybrid algorithms perform better than the GA repair algorithm as well. In some cases the differences between them are not statistically significant, but in the majority of problems our approaches obtains better solutions in terms of the objective function.
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Regarding the computational time of the analyzed algorithms, it is expected that the hybrid approaches to be more costly than the GA with penalty function and also than the GA with the repairing algorithm, since the HNN convergence is a time consuming process, above all in large instances. In order to give an idea of running times, we have measured the real computational time 1 that the different algorithms needs to complete 15 000 function evaluations. Fig. 1 shows this for each problem considered. Note that adding heuristics for improving the quality of the solutions found increases the computational cost of the algorithm, as expected. However, the hybrid approaches solve all the problems, even the hardest ones, in less than 2 min, which is a reasonable amount of time for a hard combinatorial optimization problem.
The results above show that the hybrid meta-heuristics proposed in the paper are an appealing option for the TSAP. Both of them obtain results which improve the performance of different GAs for this problem. In computational time, both hybrid meta-heuristic approaches have the same performance, since both implement the same HNN. We have also shown that the GA with penalty function and the GA with the repairing algorithm obtain solutions of lower quality in terms of the objective function, but in a faster way.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two hybrid meta-heuristic approaches to the TSAP in heterogeneous computer networks. We consider a novel formulation of the problem, in which each processor is limited in the number of task it can handle. Our approach consists of a Hopfield neural network (HNN) which manages the problem's constraints, and we use two different global search algorithms for improving the quality of the solutions found: a GA and a SA.
We have tested the performance of our approaches in several computational test instances, comparing it with the performance of a GA with a penalty function and a GA with a repairing heuristic. We have found that both hybrid meta-heuristics proposed outperform the GA with penalty function and the GA with repairing heuristic in terms of minimization of the cost function. The approach HNN using the GA as a global search algorithm obtains better results in the majority of test performed, however, the approach HNN with the SA has found better solutions in the most difficult instances.
The test performed show that both meta-heuristic approaches are an interesting option for tackling the TSAP in heterogeneous computer networks.
